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The global distribution of Falkes
May 18 2009 at 12:33 AM

 Garvin  (Premier Login Garvin2)
 Owner

Here is an article I've put together on the distribution of Falkes around the world. Thanks go to various other Falke enthusiasts who helped with information and advice. (I'm posting scans
to reduce the interference of adverts......). 

  
Any comments or corrections welcome.  
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Barry
 (Login Barrynz)

 Falke Forum moderators

Re: The global distribution of Falkes May 18 2009, 7:24 AM 

 
Bravo Garvin. Well written. Very interesting. 
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Trevor1
 (Login acvoke)

 Registered Users

Nice one! May 18 2009, 11:51 AM 

 
Very interesting Dan.I hope "addition and expansion" eventually gives us the "Falke story". 
On the 1950's in NZ.We were very simple folk(fair dinkum),at the time we believed we went where Britain went and many adverts still said, "Buy
British".Trev
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Andy
 (Login Winterlake)

 Vintage BSA forum admin

Great Article !! May 22 2009, 10:08 PM 

 
Well doneGarvin, a very well written piece. 

  
Having been in sales for most of my life, success in one market or another often comes down to contacts in that very market or country. And if Falke
Airguns succeeded in say Holland, but didnt succeed in say Belgium, probably comes down to the relative success of one or two individuals. 

  
Maybe an influential importer or large gunshop owner, had seen or fired a Falke and decided to approach the company to stock the weapons, and based
on just one or two shops or importers taking the guns in each given country the company was able to expand its sales sccordingly.That would account
for the relatively poor sales - suggesting poor sales organisation. 

  
BSA took advantage of the bicycle shops to launch its own airgun range, so had a ready made network of potential customers for its products already
established ( as BSA actively made bicycle spare parts in the very early days) 
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Certainly it would appear that Falke company didnt have either a large or well organised sales organisation to market its top end products. Many firms
fail even today, because all their efforts go into product development and quality assurance, and relatively little resources are given to sales and
marketing. Maybe this was the scenario that led to Falkes demise ??? 

  
 
Andy
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 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Thanks all for the kind comments. May 24 2009, 8:34 PM 

 
Andy you make some excellent points. Maybe one day we'll have some hard information to verify or disprove our hunches!
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